TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
and yet they never grow less simple in statement. Listen, then,
while I discover that you must "kiss the joy as it flies", and that
those windows with a view meaning strangeness and magic and
that peculiar feeling in your bones that it is all right at last and you
can settle down, have always and always been set in houses where
I could not settle down because they were not mine and were some-
how unattainable: houses which had been let to me furnished;
hotel bedrooms; lodging in cottages belonging variously to Mrs.
Bosusto, Mrs. Fender, Mrs. Tre-Pol-and-Pen. That house on the
island of the Thames was not mine,, and though presently it was
offered for sale and somebody bought it, somebody was not I.
The window which I knocked out of the wall looking across to
the Berkshire Downs, was not mine in my own cottage: I rented
it furnished from the doctor's wife, Sophia. Nor was the house
in Suffolk mine; nor would I have had it mine; I cannot even
remember the owner's name, and I merely stayed there three
months because I had been ill, and chance and an advertisement
threw me there.
Monte Carlo, Santa Monica . . . Those views belong to me.
Which is nonsense, of course, because no view can ever belong to
any human being, but only the house that holds the room that
holds the window that holds the beloved view. At Santa Monica,
I did as everyone does when they work in Hollywood: I became
the temporary tenant of one of those furnished houses that get
passed from owner to owner, as actors and writers come and stay
and go again; less'than any other residence can it ever be possessed,
and must in time acquire a slightly raffish air from too frequent
abandoning* Prom windows at Santa Monica I saw the Ocean
(which is the Pacific) at the foot of the Palisades (which is the cliff)
and over the Canyon (which is the valley—and now you can speak
the language as well as I can). I had chosen a bungalow house
(though not in the least gimcrack or jerry-built, as the earthquake
shortly afterwards was to prove) built round three sides of a loggia
in what they are pleased to call "Spanish Style". My bedroom,
I was delighted to discover, was labelled bf its key: "Master-
bedroom", which .would be a good name for a play, by Ibsen's
"Masters-Builder** out of Ohnet's "Iron-Master". It was a
beautifully- proportioned room with plenty of space, two big
windows looking west towards the ocean, and north on to the
aromatic road, striped in coolness or brilliant cold. A comfortable
divan was drawn up to an open fireplace where I burnt juniper logs
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